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Club Championship Finals
night, Friday 20th May ..... 

 

A great night at Acorns , some
brilliant squash , a packed

gallery , cold beer and a hot
curry.....a perfect finale to this

years Championship's..... 



First up was the B Plate Final : A tight
game between Jamie and Alex .

Having lost the first game for 6 points ,
Alex overcame his nerves and really
got stuck into the match. A close

second was nabbed by Jamie to lead
2-0 ...Alex again dug deep in the third
with some good squash , but on this
occasion , Jamie was just a little to

strong and came out the winner , 3/0.. 



The B Grade Final quickly followed with Greg
and Gary entering the court. A nip and tuck
affair from the start , with Greg building a
lead of 6-4 , then 'Wham' , Gary stepped on
the gas and won 9 points on the trot to ensure
the first game was his...In shock , Greg tried to
rally hard with Gary , but Gary stood firm and
won the second for 8 points , 2-0...With the

pressure now on Greg , Gary upped the pace
and took the third game with some lovely

squash 15-5 to clinch the match and with it ,
the B Grade trophy.... 



With the A Grade plate finalists now on court , the crowd
were getting rowdy in anticipation of the battle that loomed
between Baski and Kim....and it didn't disappoint. Baski ,
looking like an 'Olympic Power Lifter' with his strapped up

knees , started slowly but gained pace as the game went on.
It was Kim however that had the last say , and took the first
15/12 , 1-0... An determined Baski built up a head of steam in
the second , playing some 'Fancy' squash which baffled Kim
and he took the game for just 7 points 1-1....The third was

another battle , both chaps playing their best squash to keep
the crowds on their toes and the marker busy. It was again

nip and tuck with Baski winning it 15/12.......Now two one up ,
but looking a little tired , Baski came out with an all or
nothing attitude , using disguise and guile to confuse his
opponent... Kim , still looking fit and fast , had no reply to

Baski's trickery , and the match was won by 'Mr Knee Straps'
3/1.. 

 



So , the Final. Could Jake , the
No.1 seed , emulate his dad and

take a title , the big title?
 

In his way was Martin , looking
smart and confident, having

come straight from the barbers
with his immaculate hair style !
Nerves showed on both players
in the first game , neck and
neck all the way , winners ,
mistakes , it had it all...but it
was the number two seed ,
Martin who took the game
15/12. The crowd , looking a
little shocked , were cheering
and banging the glass for both

the players and now in full
throttle...

Jake came on court for the second game looking
mean and focused and took the first three points

in double quick time... "I'm not having
that"...thought Martin and responded with some
great squash to take the next 9 points....Jake
came again and fought hard to break Martin's
rhythm , but Martin showed his composure and
took the second 15/10 and a 2-0 lead...An upset

was on the cards...



Martin started the third , still not
a hair out of place , with some
quick fire squash , taking a 6-2
and then an 8- 3 lead..but Jake ,
once again , dug as deep as
possible to level the game 13-
13.....A huge point followed for
both finalists with Martin hitting
a tight drop shot to give himself

match point. 
 

The crowd , now mesmerised ,
watched on in anticipation as
Martin served for the match ,
but wait , Jake hits a great

length that Martin can't return it
and the match goes on , 14-

14....Another winner for Martin
and another match ball...but no, 

Jake once more pulls himself from the brink and wins the
point...After a couple more great points the game is at
17-17 , the crowd in a frenzy , a mistake from Martin and

a winner from Jake wins him the game , 2-1 to
Martin....Phew , what a game.

 

Jake now had the momentum and batters Martin , (still
looking immaculate by the way) with some tight and

accurate squash. Martin digs deep but Jake battles on
with his precise match play....2-2 , Jake levels the match

. All to play for.....
 



The fifth and final game and a great start from both
the player's , two points all.... 

 

For the first time Martin looks a little jaded and Jake
takes advantage and rattles off an incredible 12

points on the trot to take a commanding
lead...Martin does his upmost to dig in but its Jake
who takes the game 15/2 to take the game , the

match and the title �..... 
 

Congratulations to the new club Champ Jake Sim-
Baskar and runner-up Martin Wallbank...

What a fantastic final.. 
 

And to all the finalists from Friday night and indeed
all the competitors that entered the tournament. 

 

A great spectacle for the huge crowd and great to
know that squash at Acorns is in good hands with

players like Jake , Martin and all the finalists playing
at our club...


